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Before relying on any information or recommendations in this book, you should carefully evaluate the accuracy, 

completeness and relevance of this information to you and your circumstances and obtain appropriate advice 

from healthcare professionals wherever necessary.
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provided in this book.

You acknowledge that you are solely responsible for following, or not following any advice, recipe or health or 

eating program and/or use any products that we recommend via this book. 
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Who is Rumbles Paleo?
Hi everyone and welcome to the Rumbles Paleo, Paleo Blueprint, hooray! 

We’re so glad you’re here.

It’s Jen and Brian here, co-creators/owners of Rumbles Paleo, Australia’s 

leading Paleo health snack providers. And why did we create a Rumbles 

Paleo company to begin with? Well because we want to help Mums, 

Dads, families, health enthusiasts, office workers, pig farmers, yacht sailors, 

etc, create super extraordinary health in all areas of mind, body and spirit 

so that you can all go out each day with insane vitality, strength and 

confidence to conquer the world!

Look it’s a tough world out there, especially when you’re trying to decode 

all the gazillion ways there are to get healthy. Are you sitting there 

pondering the questions:

Should I go primal, paleo, vegetarian, low-carb-high-fat, vegan, raw-

foodist, etc?

Should I take up yoga, crossfit, ballet, or become a recluse monk 

meditating upon a gooselberry tree for the rest of my life?

Ahhhhhhhhhh!!!!! What should I do?

Look we get it, both Brian and I have faced our own health challenges and 

have surfed the tidal wave of confusing diet/weightloss/wellness materials 

out there. You guys are not alone.

Me, personally (this is Jen writing here), I battled with an eating disorder 

for seventeen years. My relationship to food was based on fear and 

putting on weight as opposed to seeing it as Mother Nature’s 

expression of love for our expansion and ability to thrive.

Brian is a personal trainer with over ten years experience 

in the industry. He has helped countless people 

overcome their own health battles and sort through 

the maze of health information out there.
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We’ve come to the conclusion, personally, that it’s the logical and simple 

techniques of a Paleo way of life, (which is based on millions of years of 

evolutionary evidence) that can help people become the fittest, strongest 

and most energised person they’ve ever imagined they can be.

And so that’s what this information booklet is all about; it’s an explanation 

and insight into a Paleo way of eating. You can use the information within to 

learn about Paleo, apply some of its principles and decide if Paleo is for you. 

We were also very lucky, because right at the very beginning of our 

company’s journey, a messenger was sent to us from forty thousand years 

ago – honestly! That messenger’s name is Bumi (pronounced Boom-ee) 

and he’s a little cave-boy! He was sent from the Paleolithic age, through 

a magical portal, to help us educate the world about feeding our minds, 

bodies and spirits with healthy food, thoughts and beliefs.  With his ancient 

knowledge and wisdom, Rumbles Paleo are on a mission.  That mission is:

And that, in a nutshell, or an eggshell, or seashell, is our story 

You can find out more about us and purchase our products from:

To create a world-wide epidemic of thriving people who are persuing 

their dreams with energy, con dence and laughter. 

www.rumblespaleo.com.au

 

www.facebook.com/rumblespaleo

www.instagram.com/rumblespaleo

https://www.rumblespaleo.com.au
http://www.facebook.com/rumblespaleo
http://www.instagram/rumblespaleo
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So what is a Paleo diet?
For 2.5 million years, early man foraged and hunted for seafood, meat, 

vegetables, fruit, nuts, roots and seeds. This period of time, before the 

development of agriculture is known as the Paleolithic era. The Paleo diet 

is also known as the Stone Age diet, hunter-gathering diet, primal diet 

and the caveman diet. No matter what you call our ancestors, some things 

haven’t changed. Man’s digestive systems have evolved only the slightest 

amount in the 10,000 years since farming changed our diets. Shortened to 

Paleo, this diet is an approach to nutrition that mimics our ancestor’s diet 

for ultimate health. 

Our minds are modern, but our bodies and brains still need the same food. 

Gastroenterologist Walter L. Voegtlin first popularized the Paleo diet in the 

1970’s. He argued in, “The Stone Age Diet,” humans as carnivores, chiefly 

need fats, proteins and carbohydrates from fresh vegetables for optimum 

performance. 

In the past, humans only ate what nature provided them with: vegetables, 

nuts, seeds, meats, eggs, fruit, etc. Our human bodies however, were wired 

to cushion themselves against any form of food scarcity. When we found 

high calorie foods, (e.g. honey, fruit) our bodies told us to eat as much as 

possible of it so that we could store the energy for times of scarcity. That 

was the beginning of the attraction to fatty foods and other high calorie 

yielding foods. The present problem, is that technology and large-scale 

farming brought about by the agrarian revolution, has made it possible to 

create excess food. People nowadays eat because it feels convenient to eat 

and not because they need the extra calories.

The problem with our modern way of eating, often called the SAD diet 

(Standard Australian Diet), is that it lacks a balanced supply of both macro 

and micronutrients. The SAD is full or processed and refined foods that 

Mother Nature wouldn’t recognise and they are lacking in vital nutrients. 

When your body is experiencing a deficiency in a particular nutrient, it will 

initiate a hunger stimulus in your brain that will cause you to eat more. 

Unfortunately, if you do not go on to eat the right kind of food that produces 

the desired nutrient, you will end up eating excess food and still lack what 

you need. Thus it is a major cause for overconsumption of unhealthy foods 

leading to ill health.
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As our diets have changed and become heavy with processed foods full 

of preservatives, sugars, refined grains and man made oils/fats, illnesses 

of body and mind have dramatically increased. Obesity, heart disease, 

diabetes, alzheimers, depression, arthritis, behavioural disorders in children, 

cancers, etc, are facts of life for all too many of our current generation.

Our world health is in a state of crisis, and it’s time to return to a more natural 

way of eating, being and living. It’s time to return to a Paleo way of being.

A Paleo mind, body and spirit
Here at Rumbles Paleo we believe health is a three circled diagram - 

literally! We even put together an info-graph showing this. Check out the 

picture below. 

While it is beyond the scope of this information booklet to delve into all 

these areas, it is worth mentioning that optimum health sings its greatest 

song, when all areas are being nurtured. That sweet spot in the middle of 

the diagram, is what we call your hUM.

The hUM is that electric spark of “amazing-ness”, that eternal blossoming 

field of happiness and unlimited possibility, that you tune into when you’re 

nurturing mind, body and spirit.  We are emotional, spiritual and thoughtful 

human beings as well as physical. We must feed and nurture all areas. 

There is no division, between your mind, body and spirit, it’s all entangled. 

Did you know that there are a hundred trillion cells in your body 

performing one hundred thousand activities simultaneously in the space 
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of one second? How you eat, move, think, feel and connect changes the 

way your cells function, and hence changes the way you, as a human 

being, function. 

When we can nurture all three areas of our mind, body and spirit, then 

our existence can hUM like a finely tuned car. In this space of hUM, life is 

unlimited, hooray! 

We also encourage you to keep it simple, just like our Paleo ancestors did. 

Listen to your intuition, follow the natural order of the world and do what 

seems logical. Humans have a tendency to complicate things, our advice: 

KEEP IT SIMPLE

KEEP IT REAL

And always

LISTEN TO YOUR GUT INSTINCT
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Let’s break our diagram down and look at it from both a paleolithc and  

modern day perspective.

Paleolithic Modern Day

FOOD

They ate what the world gave them 

and they ate what was plentiful given 

their geographic location. Nature gave 

them vegetables, fruits, nuts, seeds, 

bugs, animals, eggs, etc. So this is what 

they ate, with minimal processing.

We still eat what the world 

gave us but we’ve altered it 

greatly. We refine it, process 

it, mass produce it and add 

fake ingredients (preservatives, 

refined oils, sugars) until it no 

longer looks real or tastes real.

MOVEMENT

Caveman never did any structured 

exercise like we do today, but the 

reality of survival kept them active. 

They had to hunt, gather food, move 

and build camp, make tools etc. 

Modern technology has created 

a very sedentary population. 

MIND

The thoughts of caveman were 

very focused on what was essential, 

i.e. survival. We used our minds 

to problem solve, e.g. hunting 

expeditions, building of camps/tools/

weapons, migration routes, etc. Minds 

were also used for entertainment, i.e. 

story-telling, creating games to play.

Many thoughts are placed 

on judging, comparing, over-

analysing, worrying about events 

that are likely to never happen, 

questioning of self-worth, etc.

SPIRIT/

CONNECTION

ALL FOR ONE AND ONE FOR ALL

Caveman looked after each other and 

understood that to live and survive 

they had to come from a space of “we” 

as opposed to “I”. They were connected 

to the land and the animals. They 

came from a place of gratitude, 

appreciation and fascination for the 

world around them. They listened to 

mother nature and followed her lead. 

SURVIVAL OF THE FITTEST

Many people have a loss of 

connection to the people and 

world around them. A sense of 

“survival of the fittest” prevails. 

They’re not sure where they 

fit. Overactive minds raise the 

question of “Where do I belong?” 

and a desire to win or fit in raises 

the question, “How can I get 

ahead/impress?” This is a result 

of loss of connection and a 

deafening to intuition.
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So to sum up, let’s return to a more natural way. Let’s simplify and paleo-fy!

OK, back to the food part…

What is a Rumbles Paleo  
way of eating?
It is a preservative, gluten, grain, dairy and refined sugar free way of eating. 

It is centered on eating real foods like eggs, fish, grass fed pasture raised 

meats, vegetables, fruits, nuts and saturated fats like coconut oil. 

It is based on replicating the way our ancient ancestors (or even your 

grandparents) would have eaten. 

It is a logical, simple and common sense way to eating. 

THE LOGICAL, SIMPLE RULE
Remember I said earlier to keep things simple? Well let’s get super-duper 

simple now.

The Rumbles Paleo way of eating is Paleo based, with principles 

incorporated into it that have been borrowed from food philosopher and 

nutritional strategist, Sherry Strong and her “Return to Food” philosophies. 

You can click here to find out more about Sherry Strong and her 

principles. 

Eat more real food

Get up and move more often

Think in ways to make your life easier and more enjoyable

Adopt a theory of “we” and listen to your intuition

A Rumbles Paleo way of eating always applies the LOGICAL, SIMPLE RULE

http://www.returntofood.com
http://www.returntofood.com
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It’s also based on the JERF movement. JERF is s term popularised by Sean 

Croxton of Underground Wellness and stands for Just Eat Real Food.  

You can click here to find out more about Sean Croxton and the JERF 

movement.

Sherry Strong has created something called Nature’s Principles, which she 

explains as such:

“Nature tells us what we are meant to eat, when to eat it, and the quantities 

we are meant to eat – all we have to do is observe how prolific the food is 

in nature, when it is obtainable in nature, and how difficult it is to obtain.” 

(Strong, 1967, A Return to Food)

Kind of similar to what a very wise man by the name of Einstein once said: 

“Look deep into nature, and then you will understand everything better.”

Basically, what these principles endorse, is eating that which is most 

abundant. It works on the premise that Mother Nature isn’t silly. She wants 

us all to thrive and grow and hence, she gives us, in abundance, that which 

we need to survive.

For example, we can’t go three minutes without oxygen, so it’s logical that 

oxygen is everywhere we need it to be. And we can only go a matter of 

days without water, so it’s logical that 71% of the earth’s surface is water. 

It’s logical and simple!

Now let’s apply the logical, simple rule to what to eat.

The most abundant sources of food on the planet, and the most nutrient 

rich, are plants. Mother Nature gave us lots of these so, applying the 

logical, simple rule, we should eat mostly plants.

Most fruits were put at the top of trees and weren’t as easy to get as many 

ground vegetables. Fruit trees took many years to grow too. It would also 

require more effort and energy to climb a tree and reach the fruits. So, 

applying the logical, simple rule, we should eat more vegetables  

than fruit. 

Other food items like eggs were also much harder to obtain, so we should 

still eat these, but in lesser quantities.

Probably the trickiest food for us to obtain and eat was, and is, meat 

http://undergroundwellness.com
http://undergroundwellness.com
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(although this would have been dependent on geographic location). 

There’s a long process involved in catching, and preparing meat to eat. So 

if we were to apply the logical, simple rule, take a guess at how much 

meat you think nature would like us to eat.

Our image here is a nice way of illustrating the logical, simple rule in 

action.

Mother Nature simply grows the food, and the people logically harvest that 

which is most abundant.
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Changing to a Paleo way of eating
People assume that a Paleo way of eating is complicated and difficult to 

follow. I assure you it is not. For someone who has struggled with food 

demons all their life, I promise you that it is the easiest, most logical way to 

ever eat. 

Now for those who are totally reliant on convenience foods, fast foods, 

breads and other refined processed foods, then I’m not going to lie, it 

might be a tough transition. But rest assured, everything that you now 

consider easy, was once hard.  Switching to a real food way of eating 

requires some adjustments. This information booklet will now outline how 

to eat the Paleo way. 

I do however suggest, for those of you not used to eating this way, to pick 

one area of your diet you’d like to alter first. Conquer that step and then 

move on to the next. It’s the small incremental changes and successes you 

can build on, that will lead to life long transformational change. Changing 

the way you eat, is not just about switching your food choices, it’s also 

about switching your beliefs. So take it easy, be kind to yourself and build 

on the small wins. 

Some ideas for making small changes:

Remove non-paleo foods from just one meal and then work up to 
two meals and then three meals.

Replace vegetable oils with coconut oil or butter to cook with.

Replace your snacks with fruit, nuts, boiled eggs or vegetable sticks 
with home-made dips

Try cooking with a new ingredient like chia seeds or coconut flour

Replace some of your favourite refined products with paleo 
versions, i.e. make zucchini noodles instead of using pasta, or make 
cauliflower rice instead of normal rice. 

Replace soft-drinks with mineral water.
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Just keep trying new things, one at a time, and see what stratosphere of 

amazing health you might find yourself in!

Also try asking yourself these small questions as you’re 
planning your meals or as you’re about to eat:

If health were my top priority right now, would I eat/make/buy this 

food?

If love of self were my top priority right now, would I eat/make/buy 

this food?

Will this food nourish my body and help me reach my dreams?

Would my grandmother/grandfather have recognised this food I’m 

about to eat/make/buy?

Would a caveman have recognised this food I’m about to eat?

Is this food real? 

What would Mother Nature think of this food?

How am I going to feel 1 minute, 5 minutes, 30 minutes, 1 hour after 

I eat this food?

I encourage you to eat from a place of love. As I said before, food is Mother 

Nature’s gift of love to us. This may sound bizarre, but I often talk to my 

food. I learnt this trick from Gabby Bernstein, a.k.a., The Spirit Junkie (find 

out more about Gabby here). Whenever I eat I say to myself: 

I love my food and my food loves me. 

Before you knock it, try it!!

 

http://gabbyb.tv
http://gabbyb.tv


What to eat
Eating a Paleo Diet is more about experimenting rather than limitations. Mother Nature 

provides a large variety of delicious foods to explore. Instead of settling for a box of processed 

macaroni and cheese, feast on a meal that excites your taste buds and your energy levels. Here 

is a small list of the many foods to incorporate into your diet.

PROTEINS

Meat Game Poultry Fish Shellfish Eggs

Beef Pheasant Goose Tuna Lobster Chicken eggs

Veal Deer Chicken Salmon Shrimp Goose eggs

Pork Duck Turkey Trout Scallops Duck eggs

Lamb Wild Turkey Quail Halibut Crab Quail eggs

Goat Rabbit Duck Sole Clams

Rabbit Moose Bass Mussels

Sheep Woodcock Haddock Oysters

Wild Boar Elk Turbot

Bison Cod

Tilapia

Walleye

Flatfish

Grouper

Mackerel

Herring

Anchovy
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VEGETABLES

Standards Green Leafy Squash Root Mushrooms

Cauliflower Collard Greens Butternut Turnips Oyster

Broccoli Lettuce Spaghetti Carrots Button 

Celery Spinach Acorn Beets Portabella

Bell Peppers Watercress Pumpkin Parsnips Chanterelle

Onions Beet Top Zucchini Artichokes Porcini

Leeks Dandelion Yellow Summer Rutabaga Shiitake

Green Onions Swiss Chard Buttercup Sweet Potatoes Crimini

Eggplant Mustard Greens Crookneck Radish Morel

Brussels Sprout Kale Yams 

Artichokes Turnip Greens Cassava

Asparagus Seaweed

Cucumber Endive

Cabbage Arugula

Okra

Avocados
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Fats Fruits Nuts & Seeds
Flavor 

Enhancers
Fresh & Dry 

Herbs 

Olive Oil Apples Brazil Nuts Cayenne Pepper Parsley

Avocado Oranges Pistachios Chilies Thyme

Coconut Oil Bananas Sunflower Seeds Ginger Lavender

Clarified Butter

(Ghee)
Strawberry Pumpkin Seeds Onions Mint

Lard Cranberry Sesame Seeds Garlic Rosemary

Tallow Grapefruit Pecans Black Pepper Chives

Veal Fat Peaches Walnuts Hot Peppers Tarragon

Duck Fat Pears Macadamia Nuts Star Anise Oregano

Coconut Flesh Nectarines Pine Nuts Mustard Seeds Dill

Nut Oils Plums Chestnuts Fennel Seeds Bay Leaves

Nut Butter Pomegranates Cashews Cumin Sage

Lamb Fat Pineapple Hazelnuts Turmeric Coriander

Grapes Almonds Cinnamon

Papaya Paprika

Cantaloupe Nutmeg

Kiwi Cloves

Lychee Vanilla
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FOODS TO ELIMINATE
The main foods to eliminate are processed foods, the largest source of 

toxicity and malnutrition. Processed foods are the easiest items to eat these 

days, and we eat entirely too much. We need to start asking the question, 

has easy and convenient made me happy and/or healthy?

Work up to eliminating all the following foods in as many areas of your life 

as possible (this is just an example list of foods to eliminate):

Grains Fats Legumes Refined Sugars Meats Dairy

Bread Vegetable oil Soy
White/brown/

raw sugar
Deli meats Milk

Cereal Rice bran oil

Any beans 
(excluding 

green 
beans)

Corn syrups
Grain fed 

meats
Cheese

Pasta Canola oil Lentils Agave syrup
Chicken that 

isn’t free range
Ice-cream

Rice Safflower oil Peanuts Soft drinks

Cakes Margarine Lollies

Biscuits Rapseed oil

Muesli bars Shortening
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What does a day of eating Paleo look like?
Start to look at your meals as Meal 1, Meal 2 and Meal 3. Get rid of terms like breakfast, lunch 

and dinner. These labels place limits on what you would eat at certain times of the day. Who was 

the first person that said you have to eat toast or cereal for breakfast and a sandwich for lunch 

anyway? I don’t know who this person is! Do you? You can eat whatever you want at whatever 

time of the day you want. I often eat soup for breakfast and eggs for dinner. It depends on what I 

feel like eating. 

For those of you who find it hard to switch over to this way of eating though, I’ve provided some 

ideas on what to eat at traditional meal times, below:

Meal 1 (i.e. breakfast ideas)

Eggs mixed up in an omelette with vegetables like spinach, tomato, mushroom, etc

Chia puddings

Smoothies made with coconut milk or almond milk, fruit and ice

Paleo pancakes

Left overs from diner

Meal 2 (i.e. lunch ideas)

Frittata

A ginormous salad made with meats, roasted veges, seeds, nuts, leafy greens, etc.

Lettuce wraps filled with meats and grated vegetables

Left overs from dinner

Meal 3 (i.e. dinner ideas)

Meat and vegetables

Casseroles

Spaghetti mince and zucchini noodles

Cauliflower fried rice with marinated chicken

Snacks

Boiled eggs, fruit, vegetable sticks with homemade dips  

like guacamole, homemade jerky, left overs from meals, etc.
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Intuition
Really try to start listening to your body, to your intuition. You are an 

intricate system of cells, bacteria, hormones and energy; you are the most 

phenomenal expression of creation. Mother Nature made you perfect as is. 

She equipped you with everything you need to thrive. She communicates 

with you through your intuition and feelings. Listen to her for she wants 

nothing more than for you to thrive and prosper. Your body will signal to you 

when it is hungry and when it is full. So start eating mindfully, taking your 

time to enjoy the textures, flavours, scents of every mouthful. Chew your 

food. Love your food. Love yourself. Listen to the internal energy of Mother 

Nature expressing herself through every cell of your being. You are a force of 

energy, expressing itself as a physical human body. Listen to that energy.

Benefits of the Paleo Diet
The Paleo way of eating is truly simple and logical. For the first time, in my 

lifetime, we have a way of eating that doesn’t require you to count calories 

and balance micro-macro nutrients, which can turn eating into a chore and 

something to often feel guilty about. It is a way of eating that encourages 

you to eat, eat and eat!!! The advantages of the Paleo Diet have been 

researched and proven in numerous academic journals. It is amazing how 

changing what we put in our mouths can cause dramatic changes in our 

quality of life. Here are some benefits to eating Paleo:

 Satiety– The foods eaten are so nourishing and good for you, 
you’ll find you’re getting a lot fuller than you ever have in your life. 
Because of the nutrient dense foods you’ll be eating, your body will 
be receiving all it needs and it will signal to you that it’s had enough 
after a relatively small amount of food than what you may be used to 
eating.

 Fight Disease– The Paleo diet is proven to help and/or prevent 
diabetes, Parkinson’s, cancer, heart disease, strokes, autoimmune 
diseases, behavioural problems in children and the list goes on…

 Improve Digestion– Many digestive problems such as, irritable 
bowel syndrome, Crohn’s disease and indigestion can be 
avoided. 
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 Combats Acne– Eating the Paleo way means avoiding the foods 
that cause acne. When sebum is overproduced or obstructed the 
sebaceous glands enlarge and form pimples. Foods in the Paleo diet 
do not cause the insulin spikes that cause a sebum boost. As a result, 
you can expect smoother, more attractive skin. 

 Less Alergies– because you’re minimising foods that are known to 
contain allergens (grain, dairy, etc), sinus problems and other alergic 
reactions are reduced.

 Feel Good– Not only does the Paleo diet help people get healthier 
and look younger it also makes them feel better. Paleo supporters 
swear by the caveman lifestyle because it just “feels” right. The only 
way to find out the energy and confidence they experience is to try it 
for yourself.

Tips for the Paleo Lifestyle
Unfortunately, the cheapest and quickest foods available today are usually 

the least nutritious. Our busy lifestyles have our kids raised on a diet of 

processed and fast foods. The popular culture even makes eating real 

foods an odd concept. Even knowing the proven benefits, some never 

try the Paleo diet because they believe it is too difficult. Living a long, 

healthy fulfilling life is well worth a few small changes. While not as easy as 

stopping at a drive through, maintaining a Paleo lifestyle is realistic with a 

few tips. 

 Stay Organized– The number one tip is to be organized 
and prepared. The biggest challenge will be to have Paleo 
foods available at your home and plan your meals. You are 
much more likely to eat healthy food choices if it is readily 
available at home. 

 Change How You Shop– Find the best farmers markets, 
butchers and grocery stores in your area. Before going to the 
grocery have a list of items you plan to pick up. Also, shop 
the perimeter of grocery stores to avoid the aisles filled with 
processed foods. This may be difficult at first, but after a month or 
so you will know longer feel a need to peruse the sugar aisles. 

 Clean Your Pantry– Start to clear your cupboards of all the cereals, 
pasta, and processed foods in your cabinets. You don’t have to do 
a massive toss, but as you use them up, resist replacing them. Don’t 
worry. You will replace these foods with much more satisfying fresh 
and healthy foods. 
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 Learn to Work the Kitchen– Unlike a diet based on grains, there are 
many foods to eat on the Paleo Diet and you should never become 
bored. The best way to take advantage of everything nature has to 
offer is to learn how to cook. By combining the diverse flavors, there 
is an endless amount of tasty dishes to excite your taste buds. There 
are a few appliances that will make preparing paleo foods much 
easier. I suggest getting a slow cooker and a high-speed blender. 

 Exercise– Just changing your eating habits will cause you to feel 
energised, but add exercise to the mix, whether that be a walk round 
the block or a session at the gym, and you will be amazed at how 
quickly you notice a difference in your energy levels, strength and 
mental alertness.
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Shop our delicious range of Paleo 

cookies, mueslis and chocolate!

SHOP NOW

CLICK HERE AND HEAD TO THE HUB NOW

If you’re after more quick, simple and delicious recipes to make 

healthy eating a consistent practise in your life, check out our 

online healthy cooking school, Rumbles Lifestyle Hub. 

TOO

EXPENSIVE

COMPLICATED &

OVERWHELMING

TOO TIME

CONSUMING

TA
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ELESS &

 BO
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EXCITING & FUN

EASY

healthy &

AFFORDABLE

& QUICK

WITHOUT RUMBLES LIFESTYLE HUB

HEALTHY COOKING AND EATING IS:

WITH RUMBLES LIFESTYLE HUB

HEALTHY COOKING AND EATING IS:

deeelicious!

If you’re after more quick, simple and delicious

recipes to make healthy eating a consistent practise in your life, 

check out our online healthy cooking school,

Rumbles Lifestyle Hub. 

https://www.rumblespaleo.com.au
http://www.rumbleslifestylehub.com.au
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Meet Jen!

Jen Richards is a children’s book author, therapist at Matrix Re-Jeneration, creator of The Love 

Project and director of health food company, Rumbles Paleo.

Jen’s mission is to create a new type of epidemic; a world-wide epidemic of conscious minded 

people who have the strength of mind, body and heart to live in the glorious heights of their full 

potential.

Find out more about Jen at:

www.rumblespaleo.com.au 

www.matrixrejeneration.com 

www.loveproject.love

www.bumiandfriends.com

THE NUTRITIONIST

Beck Nasr is a fitness and nutrition expert. Her qualifications include both a 

Bachelor Degree in Health Science (majoring in Nutrition, Exercise Physiology 

and Psychology) and seven years of working as a personal trainer, with 

specific focus on creating post and pre natal pregnancy fitness programs for 

women. Beck’s passion is to make it easier for people to navigate the world 

of health and nutrition. Her nutrition philosophy runs along the JERF lines of 

eating – Just Eat Real Food!

You can contact Beck on the below email:

bwiduckel@yahoo.com.au


